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(57) ABSTRACT 

A RF Breathalyzer system, Which transmits a unique RF 
signal in response to a toxic or non-toxic breath sample 
given to said RF Breathalyzer by the user. An immobilizer 
CPU installed in a vehicle to receive commands from said 
RF Breathalyzer and to control said vehicle Horn, Lights, 
Immobilize engine, and is connected to a GPS antenna 
driver through a mobile phone/pager unit to communicate 
With a monitoring station. 
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RF BREATHALYZER 

[0001] The present invention relates to a RF remote con 
trol system for remotely controlling various electronic 
devises, and more particularly to a remote control system for 
remotely controlling such as, Automobile or aircraft Ignition 
interlock devises or an Automobile Alarm system or any 
industrial machinery by Way of breath sample given by the 
operator into said RF BreathalyZer unit. 

[0002] In recent years various remote control transmitters 
is been used in many different application such as remote 
garage door openers. Remote Car start unit. Remote car 
Alarm devices Etc. Used by transmitting an RF signal to a 
receiving device to control the operation of various elec 
tronic devise. 

[0003] In recent years various Wrist or ankle mount RF 
transmitters are utiliZed in Home arrest system, Which 
provides for determining from a central office the presence 
or absence of a person at an assigned home. 

[0004] In addition Hand Held breathalyZer units is been 
used by police officers to test suspected drunk drivers, to 
determine if an operator of a vehicle is intoxicated or driving 
above state B.A.C. limits. 

[0005] In recent years Vehicle installed Breath alcohol 
ignition Interlock system is been used to Prevent a vehicle 
from being started unless the operator passes a breath 
sobriety test by use of vehicle installed BreathalyZer device. 

[0006] It is the primary objective of the present invention 
using a Remote hand held BreathalyZer equipped With an RF 
transmitter to communicate With a vehicle mount controller 
or machinery unit in order to give access to the operator to 
operate said vehicle or equipment upon or after user breath 
sample is analyZed by said remote Breathalyzer circuitry. 

[0007] The present invention also capable of utiliZing an 
operator identifying “Tag” unit mounted on the Wrist or 
ankle of operator of the vehicle. The identifying “TAG” 
communicates With vehicle mount transceiver/controller 
unit in order vehicle mount control unit able to initiate 
random signals to the driver, to give a breath test sample into 
said RF breathalyZer to send a breath test “Pass” signal into 
said vehicle mount control unit able the drive to continue 
driving said vehicle Without initiating an alarm signal. 
Present invention additionally utiliZes a GPS base mobile 
phone unit, to help authorities locate Drunk Drivers location. 

[0008] The prior arts fails to indicate use of remote RF 
transmitter using a built in breathalyZer to communicate 
With a vehicle mount transceiver unit to control the opera 
tion of a vehicle or a machinery, neither previously used 
hand held breathalyZer are able to transmit a B.A.C. (Blood 
Alcohol Content) data to a controlling module installed in a 
vehicle or on a machine. And previously used Breath Alco 
hol vehicle ignition Interlock devises in prior arts, non 
operates by a Wireless remote control RF breathalyZer and 
fails to Identify the driver of a particular vehicle Wearing 
Wrist mount transmitter (Tag) unit and fails to initiate signals 
to the particular vehicle operator Wrist “TAG” unit to give 
random breath sample into said remote BreathalyZer. And 
fails to sent said drunk drivers location by use of GPS. 

[0009] It is primary objection of the present invention is 
been compact in siZe, mobile, easy to operate in and around 
the vehicle. At home or in a Bar “Pre-test” prior to operating 
a vehicle or a Machinery. The materials are of shelve and can 
be easily found on the market and is inexpensive. 
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SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0010] There many different breathalyZers in use today, 
one eXample such as stand alone portable BreathalyZer, 
primarily used by Police Officer to determine if an individual 
is drunk. Amore sophisticated version is installed in vehicles 
as Breath Alcohol Engine Interlock Device to be used, as 
When a person prior starting a vehicle engine, ?rst must give 
a breath sample into BreathalyZer, if alcohol is detected the 
interlock circuitry Will not let the operator to start the vehicle 
engine. 
[0011] In the present invention the Breath Alcohol Tester 
has a built in RF transmitter and it’s poWered by a battery. 
When the user gives breath sample into the RF BreathalyZer, 
the BreathalyZer Will initiate a “pass” or “fail” RF signal 
With a unique code. 

[0012] The RF BreathalyZer functions as folloWs: 

[0013] User press the “RESET” button, Within feW sec 
onds the RF BreathalyZer produces audible or visual (LED 
or ALPHANUMERIC LCD) signals indicating the breatha 
lyZer is in “READY” mode, the user can proceed to give 
breath sample through the mouthpiece of the RF Breatha 
lyZer, once breath sample received, the RF BreathalyZer Will 
enter into breath “SAMPLING” mode. If breath sample 
given is none toXic the RF BreathalyZer displays visual 
“PASS” signal and transmit a unique RF pass coded signal. 
If the breath sample given by user is ToXic, then the RF 
BreathalyZer produces “WARNING” beep sound and dis 
plays visual “FAILED” signal and transmits a unique RF 
failed coded signal. 

[0014] In the present invention, if breath samples given 
are bogus air or not given properly the RE BreathalyZer 
indicates audiovisual “ERROR” signal. 

[0015] In the present invention the RF BreathalyZer is 
capable of indicating “LOW BATTERY” condition dis 
played by visual LED or by ALPHANUMERIC LCD letters 
to Warn the user to replace or charge the built-in battery. 
Additionally in the present invention the BreathalyZer after 
each usage automatically shuts doWn its poWer to save 
battery. 
[0016] In preferred embodiment of the invention the RF 
BreathalyZer upon receiving non toXic breath sample, the 
BreathalyZer enters “PASS” mode, the user then press the 
“TRANSMIT” button to transmit pass code RF signal to 
disarm a car engine immobiliZer or an alarm system etc. 

[0017] In the present invention the immobiliZer alarm 
CPU system installed in a vehicle is capable of learning 
multiple RF remote control transmitters. 

[0018] A_RF BreathalyZer transmitter With built in 
BreathalyZer. 

[0019] B—Standard remote transmitter. Without built 
in BreathalyZer 

[0020] A—RF BreathalyZer transmitter is prepro 
grammed into an immobiliZer CPU, When immobiliZer 
alarm CPU receives breath test “PASS” signal from RF 
BreathalyZer, the operator can start the vehicle engine 
successfully. During driving When vehicle ignition is 
“ON” position the immobiliZer CPU Will random sent 
audiovisual signal to the operator of said vehicle to give 
breath sample While driving, to avoid the driver from 
drinking alcohol during driving. If driver gives non 
toXic breath sample into said RF BreathalyZer, the RF 
BreathalyZer transmits a pass-coded signal. The Immo 
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biliZer CPU upon receiving the “PASS” signal it Will 
operate in its normal operating mode. If the operator of 
said vehicle fails does not bread or gives a toxic breath 
sample at a predetermine time, the immobilizer CPU 
Will ?ash the vehicles lights, Hunk the Horn and 
immobiliZe vehicles Engine Starter and or Fuel Pump 
or Ignition. 

[0021] B—When a standard remote control transmitter 
is programmed into an immobiliZer CPU installed in a 
vehicle. The CPU Will arm and disarm by receiving 
unique RF coded signals from the RF transmitter. When 
vehicle ignition is “ON” position the CPU Will not 
initiate audio visual or vibrating signal to the driver in 
order to give breath sample through a breathalyZer unit. 
Because the immobiliZer CPU logic Will differentiate 
the standard transmitter code from that of RF Breatha 
lyZer code. These remotes Will be given to vehicle 
operators Whom are not required to give breath test 
sample to operate the same vehicle. 

[0022] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
immobiliZer CPU can be connected to a mobile phone auto 
dialer (modem) or a radio pager transceiver With a GPS 
antenna installed Within the vehicle. When the user fails to 
bread or gives a toXic breath sample, the immobiliZer sends 
a alarm mode signal to said mobile phone/pager unit Which 
Will send a signal to a monitoring station With analogue 
(voice massage) or a digital data, indicating said operator ID 
and vehicle ID along With it’s location to a monitoring 
station Which is capable of locating said vehicle location 
With GPS locator PC. Upon locating the vehicle the moni 
toring station noti?es patrol cars to intercept and arrest the 
intoXicated operator of said vehicle. 

[0023] In the present invention the immobiliZer CPU is 
passive arming, could be armed by turning the vehicle 
ignition off. 

[0024] In addition in the present invention the monitoring 
station could be a patrol vehicle, in this case the vehicle is 
equipped With a mobile phone or a radio receiver and a PC 
capable of receiving digital and analogue signals from 
vehicles equipped With breathalyZer and mobile phone/ 
pager transceiver units With GPS, in Which When driver fails 
the breath test, the patrol vehicle can locate the drunk driver, 
by means of GPS locating system installed in the patrol 
vehicle. 

[0025] A more effective Way of using the invention, such 
as a person under home arrest Wearing on their Wrist a 
temper-proof transceiver device poWered by battery sending 
RF signals periodically, When the individual Wearing the 
transceiver driving a vehicle equipped With immobiliZe 
CPU. The CPU receiver upon receiving Wrist transceiver 
signal. The CPU initiates audio visual or RF signal to the 
Wrist transceiver devise and When the Wrist transceiver 
receives the RF signal, the Wrist transceiver built-in vibrator 
vibrates to signal the driver of the vehicle to give a breath 
sample through the breathalyZer installed in the vehicle or 
through the RF breathalyZer 

[0026] In the present invention the CPU immobiliZer can 
initiate random signals to the driver to give breath samples 
to avoid the driver from drinking and driving. 

[0027] Additionally, in the present invention, a person 
Wearing temper proof Wrist transmitter, When there in a 
vehicle their presence can be monitored and time stamp by 
the receiver CPU. The data could be doWnloaded to a 
monitoring station via a radio pager or a mobile phone 
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devise located With-in the vehicle. The invention also is 
capable of reporting to monitoring station the “absence” 
from vicinity of the vehicle of the temper proof transmitter 
and report such events to a monitoring station via mobile 
phone/pager indicating person Wearing temper proof trans 
mitter is not in or near by the vehicle at a time period. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0028] FIG. 1 is a Breathalyzer With RF transmitter. 
A—With LED indicator B—With LCD indicator. 

[0029] FIG. 2 A—is a BreathalyZer immobiliZe/Alarm 
control CPU. B—is a Wriest Transceiver unit 

[0030] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a general RF Breatha 
lyZer With vehicle control system 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0031] For the better understanding of the present inven 
tion a general remote control system and a BreathalyZer 
remote control signal Will ?rst be described beloW. 

[0032] As shoWn in FIG. 1-A a RF BreathalyZer system 
19 comprises a transmitter 27 for transmitting a remote 
control signal controlled by a BreathalyZer 21 to analyZe 
breath sample given by user through mouthpiece 23. Tree 
color LED 22 indicting operation statues. A beeper 20 
indicating system ready and test failed Warning beep. Reset 
button 24 to turn system on. Transmit buttons 26 and 28 for 
transmitting RF commands. 

[0033] Additionally FIG. 1-B illustrates an RF Breatha 
lyZer With alphanumeric operation status LCD. 

[0034] As shoWn in FIG. 2-A an ImmobiliZer CPU 36 for 
receiving 32 commands from RF BreathalyZer 19 or 
BreathalyZer 18. Receive signals from Wrist Transceiver 40 
and receive signals from GPS antenna driver 47. A Trans 
mitter 37 to transmit RF signals to Wrist transceiver unit 40. 
A buZZer 30 to signal the driver to give breath sample. And 
controlling a vehicle mount LED38 indicating system arm 
disarm status. Controlling vehicle horn 31 indicating driver 
sobriety test fail alarm signal. Controlling vehicle lights 33 
indicating driver sobriety test fail alarm signal. Controlling 
vehicle starter solenoid 39 and ignition 34 to interlock 
vehicle ignition. Controlling a vehicle mount mobile phone 
auto dialer (modem) or a pager 29 to report driver sobriety 
test fail alarm and location signal to a monitoring station and 
Receiving commands from monitoring station And control 
ling vehicle mount vibrator 48 to signal driver to give 
random breath sobriety test. 

[0035] As shoWn in FIG. 2-B a Wrist transceiver 40 
having a battery 44 as poWer supply, for transmitting a 
presence ID unique coded signal to vehicle mount Immo 
biliZer CPU 36. Receiving signal from vehicle mount Immo 
biliZer CPU 36 and vibrate the built vibrator 46 to signal the 
operator of vehicle to initiate breath sample into said 
BreathalyZer 18 and 19. And a conductive strap 42 if strap 
is been tempered the Wrist transceiver 40 stops transmitting. 

[0036] The present invention utiliZes a remote control 
BreathalyZer With built in transmitter 19, poWered by a 
battery 17. In order to operate the RF BreathalyZer 19 user 
must press the reset button 24 to poWer up the system, Within 
feW seconds the built in beeper 20 beeps and the LED 22 
?ashes green or the Alphanumeric LCD 25 display system 
ready letter. The operator gives breath sample into the RF 
breathaliZer 19 through the mouthpiece 23. Once breath 
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sample received, the RF Breathalyzer 19 enters into breath 
“sampling” mode the LED 22 Will ?ash yellow or Alpha 
numeric LCD 25 Will display “sampling”. If breath samples 
given is none toxic the RF Breathalyzer 19 LED 22 turns 
steady green or Alphanumeric LCD 25 displays “pass” 
signal and transmit a unique RF “pass” coded signal In the 
preferred embodiment of the invention Transmitting of 
“pass” coded signal is initiated by user by pressing transmit 
button 26. If the breath sample given by the operator is toXic, 
then the RF Breathalyzer produces a Warning Beep through 
said beeper 20 and LED 22 Will ?ash red. Or alphanumeric 
LCD 25 Will display “failed” signal and transmits a unique 
RF failed coded signal. If breath sampling given are bogus 
or given in properly the RF BreathaliZer 19 Beeper 20 Will 
beep. LED 22 turns steady red or the alphanumeric LCD 25 
displays “error” signal. After each usage the system auto 
matically shuts doWn to save battery 

[0037] IF and When there is a loW battery condition Within 
the RF BreathalyZer 19 the LED 22 turns steady yelloW or 
alphanumeric LCD 25 displays “loW battery” signal. 

[0038] RF BreathalyZer could be used in many applica 
tions such as When it’s used With a vehicle mount immobi 
liZer CPU 36. The ImmobiliZer CPU Will arm in passive 
mode such as by user turning of vehicle ignition 34. When 
immobiliZer CPU 36 receives breath test “Pass” signal from 
RF BreathalyZer 19 unit the operator can start the vehicle 
engine successfully. During vehicle ignition “on” position 
the immobiliZer CPU 36 Will random sent audio-visual 
signal through beeper 30 LED 38 to the operator of the 
vehicle, to give breath sample through said RF breathalyZer 
While driving, to avoid the driver from drinking during 
driving. If driver gives nontoXic breath sample, the RF 
BreathalyZer 19 transmits a “pass” coded signal, the immo 
biliZer CPU 36 upon receiving the “pass” signal it operates 
in its normal operating mode. If the operator fails to bread 
or gives toXic breath at a predetermine time, the immobiliZer 
CPU 36 Will ?ash the vehicle lights 33, hunks the horn 31 
and immobiliZe the vehicle starter 39 ignition 34 or fuel 
pump circuitry. 

[0039] The vehicle mount ImmobiliZer CPU 36 could be 
operated With standard RF remote control unit (Without 
breathalyZer) For individuals for Whom it is not necessary to 
use breathalyZer in order to operate a vehicle. The immo 
biliZer CPU 36 Will arm and disarm by receiving unique RF 
coded signal from a standard RF transmitter. Said vehicle 
immobiliZer CPU 36 identi?es the deferent codes betWeen 
user using RF BreathalyZer 19 or that of standard RF remote 
code. When vehicle ignition is “on” position the immobiliZer 
CPU 36 Will not initiate audio-visual or vibrating signal to 
the driver through vibrator 48 installed under the seat of 
vehicle in order the driver to give breath sample. 

[0040] In a preferred embodiment of the invention a GPS 
antenna 47 is connected to a mobile phone/pager 29 or a 
satellite modem unit is installed on a vehicle. If and When 
operator Fails to bread during a sobriety test or gives toXic 
breath to said RF breathalyZer 19 the vehicle immobiliZer 
CPU 36 sends a alarm signal to a monitoring station through 
said mobile phone 29 With data information containing 
operator ID, vehicle ID and it’s location. 

[0041] For more effective Way of use of invention the 
person to be monitored under DUI, additionally a temper 
proof Wrist transceiver 40 could be installed on a person to 
be monitored. When the immobiliZer CPU 36 receives Wrist 
transmitter 40 signal. The immobiliZer CPU 36 Will initiate 
audio-visual or RF signal Which is received by Wrist trans 
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ceiver 40 unit and Wrist transceiver 40 upon receiving said 
signal Will vibrate the built in vibrator 46 to signal the driver 
to give breath sample through said breathalyZer 18 installed 
Within said vehicle or through the RF BreathalyZer 19. 

[0042] In the present invention the immobiliZer CPU 36 
receiving signal from said person temper proof Wrist trans 
ceiver 40 When said person is Within or around the vehicle, 
said persons presence is monitored by the immobiliZer CPU 
36 said receiving data could be doWnloaded to a monitoring 
station via a mobile phone/pager or a satellite link located 
Within the vehicle. 

What is claimed: 
1-A Rf breathalyZer comprises of a poWer supply, a 

breathalyZer With rf transmitter, With a unique code: Said 
transmitter transmits said unique code upon receiving toXic 
or non toXic breath sample from user of said RF breatha 
lyZer. 
2-A RF breathalyZer as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said 

breathalyZer is Mobil and its poWer source is a battery. 
3-A RF breathalyZer as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said 

breathalyZer transmitter using a unique code hopping signal. 
4-A RF breathalyZer as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said 

breathalyZer has visual and or audible status report. 

A—System “READY” 

B—“SAMPLING” 

C—System transmitting “PASSED” 

D—“ERROR” 

E—Warning “FAILED” 

F—“LOW BATTERY” 
5-A RF breathalyZer as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said 

breathalyZer has a “RESET” button to activate the system. 
6-RF breathalyZer as claimed in claim 1 Wherein said 

breathalyZer after operation set time has AUTO POWER 
OFF to save poWer from it’s poWer supply source. 
7-RF breathalyZer immobiliZer comprises A breathalyZer 

With a RF transmitter. A RF receiver With a CPU. 

A-A RF breathalyZer being Mobil, upon receiving breath 
sample from a operator transmits a unique code signal 

B-A immobiliZer CPU With a RF receiver being installed 
in a vehicle said receiver receiving unique coded RF 
signals from said RF breathalyZer. 

8-RF breathalyZer immobiliZe as claimed in claim 7 
Wherein said immobiliZer CPU is passive arming, 

9-RF breathalyZer immobiliZer as claimed in claim 7 
Wherein said CPU Will prompt random audible and or visual 
or vibrating signals to notify the operator of said vehicle to 
give a breath sample tough said RF breathalyZer. 

10-RF breathalyZer immobiliZer as claimed in claim 9 
Wherein said immobiliZer CPU Will initiate audible and or 
visual or vibrating signals to the operator to give a breath 
sample through said breathalyZer at a preset time. 

11-RE breathalyZer immobiliZer as claimed in claim 9 and 
10 Wherein said CPU upon initiating audio visual or vibrat 
ing signals to the operator of said vehicle. If said receiver 
CPU does not receive a unique coded RF “PASS” signal at 
a predetermine time from said RF breathalyZer, said CPU 
Will activate engine immobiliZation circuitry. 

12-RF breathalyZer immobiliZer as claimed in claim 11 
Wherein said CPU does not receive a unique coded “PASS” 
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signal from said RF breathalyzer at a predetermine time said 
CPU Fill. ?ash the lights of said vehicle 

13-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 11 
Wherein said CPU does not receive a unique coded “PASS” 
signal from said RF breathalyzer at a predetermined time 
said CPU Will honk the horn or siren of said vehicle. 

14-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 11 
Wherein said CPU Will activate a pager and or a Mobil phone 
digital and or analogue auto dialer Within said vehicle to 
signal a monitoring station. 

15-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 7 
Wherein said CPU must receive a bream sample “PASS” 
signal from said breathalyzer to alloW the operator to start 
said vehicle engine. 

16-RF breathalyzer immobilizer comprises. A temper 
proof RF transmitter or transceiver .A breathalyzer and a 
immobilizer CPU. 

A temper proof RF transmitter or transceiver installed on 
a person, transmitting a unique RF code signal peri 
odically at predetermine time. 

A CPU With a RP receiver or transceiver CPU instilled in 
a vehicle said CPU upon receiving a RF signal from 
said temper proof transmitter, said CPU random and or 
at preset time initiates audio and or visual vibrating or 
RF signal to notify said person in the vehicle to give 
breath sample through said breathalyzer. 

17-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 
Wherein said temper proof transceiver has a built-in vibrator 
it vibrates upon receiving an RF signal from said CPU. 

18-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 
Wherein said temper proof transmitter poWer source is 
battery. 

19-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 
Wherein said transmitter or transceiver has a temper proof 
strap and is installed on a person. 
20-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 

Wherein said breathalyzer is installed in a vehicle and is 
connected to said vehicle immobilizer CPU. 
21-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 

Wherein said breathalyzer is Mobil and communicates With 
said vehicle immobilizer CPU by a unique RF coded signal. 
22-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 

Wherein said CPU does not receive a breath test “PASS” 
signal from said breathalyzer at a predetermine time, said 
CPU Will activate engine immobilization circuitry 
23-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 

Wherein said CPU does not receive a unique breath test 
“PASS” signal from said breathalyzer at a predetermine time 
said CPU Will ?ash the lights of said vehicle. 
24-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 

Wherein said CPU does not receive a unique breath test 
“PASS” signal from said breathalyzer at a predetermined 
time said CPU Will honk the horn or siren of said vehicle. 
25-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 16 

Wherein said CPU does not receive a unique breath test 
“PASS” signal from said breathalyzer at a predetermine time 
said CPU Will signal a pager and or a Mobil phone With a 
digital and or analogue (voice) auto dialer Within said 
vehicle to signal a monitoring station. 

26-RF breathalyzer immobilizes as claimed in claim 14 & 
25 Wherein said monitoring station is Mobil and or installed 
in a vehicle. 
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27-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 14 
and 25 Wherein said vehicle is equipped With GPS antenna. 
28-RF breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 

14-25 and 26 Wherein said monitoring station is equipped 
With GPS monitoring. 
29-RF breathalyzer as claimed in claim 1-7 and 16 

Wherein said breathalyzer sensor circuit cane differentiate 
human breath versus bogus air. 
30-RF breathalyzer as claimed in claim 1-7-14-16-25 and 

26 Wherein said RF breathalyzer and immobilizer CPU 
sends a unique vehicle ID and or operator ID code analogue 
or digital signal to said monitoring station. Through a mobile 
phone auto-dialer or a radio pager. 

31-A temper poof RP transmitter or transceiver having a 
strap installed on a person transmitting a unique RF coded 
signal periodically at a predetermine he. A CPU With a RF 
receiver or transceiver installed in a vehicle receiving said 
unique coded RF signals from said temper proof transmitter 
at a predetermined time. 

32-A temper proof RF transmitter as claimed in claim 31 
Wherein said receiver CPU time stamps the unique coded 
signals received from said temper proof transmitter in its 
CPU and said tine stamp data at a predetermined time is 
doWnloads to a monitoring station via Win said vehicle radio 
pager or a Mobil phone-autodialer. 

33-A temper proof RF transmitter as claimed in claim 31 
Wherein said receiver CPU at a predetermine time does not 
receive unique coded signal from said temper proof trans 
mitter, said receiver CPU sends said tamper proof transmit 
ter being “absent” signal to a monitoring station via Within 
said vehicle Radio pager, or Mobil phone With a analogue 
(voice) or digital Auto Dialer. 
34-Tamper proof RF transmitter as claimed in claim 32, 

Wherein said transmitter receiver CPU installed in a vehicle 
doWnloads and time stamp data to a monitoring station upon 
receiving a signal from said monitoring station through said 
Mobil Phone or pager receiver unit located Within said 
vehicle. 

35-Tamper proof transmitter as claimed in claim 31, 32, 
& 33 Wherein said vehicle is equipped With GPS antenna and 
said monitoring station is capable of locating said vehicle 
location. 

36-Breathalyzer as claimed in claim 1, 7 & 16 Wherein 
said RF Breathalyzer upon receiving non toXic breath 
sample from operator, said Breathalyzer enters into “Pass” 
mode. The operator at a predetermine time presses “trans 
mit” button located on said Breathalyzer to transmit said 
“pass” code RF signal. 
37-A RF Breathalyzer comprises of a poWer supply, a 

transmitter or transceiver for transmitting and receiving 
commands and a breathalyzer for analyzing breath content, 
38-RF breathalyzer as claimed in claim 37 Wherein said 

RF breathalyzer is remote control, has a built in transmitter 
and a breathalyzer and it’s poWer source is a battery. 

39-RF Breathalyzer immobilizer as claimed in claim 7, 9, 
10, 16 Wherein said CPU upon receiving a RF signal from 
a monitoring station Will prompt audible and or visual or 
vibrating signal, to notify the operator of said vehicle to give 
breath sample through said breathalyzer. 


